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A most interesting Hambletonian Day experience
EDITOR’S EYE
By Derick Giwner
@DRFHarness
I spent a good portion of Hambletonian
Day walking around the track and talking to
people. The crowd was strong, so much so that
I missed a bunch of people I wanted to chat
with on Saturday.
One of the people I did hook up with was
Hunterton’s Steve Stewart. My previous
contact with Steve was mostly via email and
phone, so it was nice to have some face-to-face
time. Ironically, mostly we discussed Gordon
Waterstone’s Weekend Preview column and
how it was a great change of pace from the
normal format of writing for harness racing.
Stewart sponsors the column and thought it
would be interesting to have similar pieces
written from various tracks. So that is what
I’m attempting via this first-person Hambletonian Day narrative.
Between the two Hambletonian eliminations I ran into Walner’s owner Ken Jacobs
enjoying the races in Trotters. While he was
smiling, you could see the angst hidden underneath as the first elim was clocked in 1:52 3/5.
“He could be winning by 10 lengths right now,”
said Jacobs as he continued to keep a positive
facial expression.
Jacobs seemed certain that Walner could
race again in 2017 and mentioned the Breeders
Crown as a goal, but he added that he was feeling pressure from outside sources to simply
retire Walner to stud. “They’re throwing a
lot of money at me,” said Jacobs, clearly torn
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Two-year-old Dan Patch Champion Walner.

between the best financial decision and his
love for racing horses.
It really speaks to the man that Jacobs was
in attendance on Hambletonian Day despite
Walner being on the sidelines. Here’s hoping
we get to see his star 3-year-old trotter on the
track again and doing something special for
a great owner and really deserving fan of the
sport.
During the Hambletonian final I was just
outside of the winner’s circle and the entire
experience was a bit surreal. I give credit to
trainer Ron Burke, who after standing for five
minutes with his horse at the finish line to find
out their fate after the inquiry, didn’t make a
scene or get upset. It had to be hard on Burke
considering how close he’s been to winning
this race in recent years, but he handled it like
a gentleman.
Once Ake Svanstedt’s Perfect Spirit was
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Hambletonian Oaks winner Ariana G likely facing the boys next
CONTINUED from page 1

named the Hambletonian champion, the
scene was even weirder. It was like everyone
was in shock from the outcome. The winner’s
circle celebration (if you could even call it
that) was as low-key and quiet as any I can
remember.
From there I went to look for Ron Burke
in the paddock but was quickly engaged by
an irate Frank Antonacci who trains International Moni. He was fuming about what
he considered to be obvious interference
by Yannick Gingras driving Victor Gio IT
that caused his horse to go off stride on the
first turn. While I didn’t see it clearly since
I watched the race from the track apron, I
inquired with some other horsemen who
concurred with Antonacci’s opinion.
After a failed search for Burke, I headed
back towards the grandstand via a shuttle
van which happened to contain Antonacci
again. In addition to being annoyed about
being “taken out” of the race, he couldn’t
understand why the Judges neglected to
speak to any of the drivers in the race about
the incident. I told him I would watch the
replay and perhaps write something if I felt
his opinion was valid.
That led me to the Judges booth where I
spoke with Presiding Judge John Tomasello.
He relayed that they rarely ask the opinion of
drivers in the race. As I understood it, basically drivers can’t be unbiased and impartial.
Which is fair; though I don’t see the harm in
speaking to a driver. He added that the visual
evidence wasn’t definitive enough to support
a disqualification of Gingras’ horse.
Interestingly, just after the Hambletonian I was speaking with Mike Lachance
who confirmed that he typically refused to
provide information to the Judges. “It was
their job to make the decisions. I wasn’t going
to be the person that cost anyone a race.”
I thanked Tomasello and the Judges for
their candor and wished them a goodnight.
Too many times in the last 20 years I’ve been
treated rudely by Judges for no good reason
so it was refreshing to have a positive experience.
My last encounter of the evening was
with trainer Jimmy Takter, who won five
stakes races. He reaffirmed that there were
no regrets about Ariana G not taking on the
boys in the Hambletonian and said she would
embark on that task in the Zweig open division at Vernon Downs since the fillies would
go for substantially less than their male
counterparts.
To pay true homage to Mr. Waterstone,
I stopped for gas on my way home and was
able to secure a price of $2.33 for regular
unleaded.
When I made it home I watched the replay
for the Hambletonian several times. While
some others disagree, there is no doubt in
my mind that driver David Miller behind
What The Hill interfered with Jason Bartlett
driving Guardian Angel AS. Regardless of
anything else that occurred in the stretch,
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ABOVE: Ariana G and her connections celebrate after her Hambletonian Oaks victory.
BELOW: David Miller and Ron Burke watch the replay as they await the decision from
the Judges after the Hambletonian.

there is no denying that had Miller not moved
to his right Guardian Angel AS would not
have made a break. It’s cut and dry for me.
Perhaps there was room when Miller started
but that disappeared before the completion.
Miller said as much when interviewed by the
USTA. “I just ran out of room. At one point I
had room and it disappeared.” That says all
you need to know. For whatever reason the
room disappeared and Miller went into the
path of another horse. That disqualification
was the right call.
While I agree that Ake Svanstedt’s Perfect
Spirit was drifting out, that only would have

come into play if Miller didn’t cause interference. Then the inquiry could have been to see
if Ake impeded Miller’s progress by failing to
pick a lane in the stretch and staying in that
path.
On the issue of Antonacci vs. Gingras, it
was pretty clear to me that interference took
place. As they say on my favorite made-forTV judge show, Hot Bench, the preponderance of the evidence favored the view that
Victor Gio IT came in on International Moni.
That was my Hambletonian Day for 2017.
We’ll do it again next year, hopefully with
less drama off the track and more on it.

Burke trio invades Hoosier for Dan Patch
SPOTLIGHT ON

HOOSIER PARK
COVERAGE
PRESENTED BY
By Derick Giwner
The $325,000 Dan Patch for older
pacers highlights a solid 14-race card
at Hoosier Park on Friday night. The
action kicks off at 6:30 p.m. and the Dan
Patch is scheduled to be contested just
after 9:30 p.m.
Let’s take a look at what appears to be
a competitive Dan Patch field.
Nikki Sherman

Check Six never saw the pylons while winning the Sam McKee Memorial on August 5.

By Jay Bergman
Ron Burke’s stable doesn’t win as many races
as they do by thinking about yesterday. The
memory of a Hambletonian takedown was not
on the trainer’s mind Wednesday as he looked
forward to Friday’s Dan Patch at Hoosier
Park. With three of his own in the field of 10,
Burke was upbeat about his chances while not
thrilled with the draw.
“We’ve been bitten by the draw lately but
those things tend to balance out over time,”
Burke said when assessing that two of his
three – Rockin Ron (post 8) and Check Six (post
9) – would have to start outside in the $325,000
contest.
“I can tell you one thing, at least one if not
both of them will be leaving the gate,” Burke
said.
Of the three Burke horses All Bets Off drew
the best of the lot, landing post two with regular
pilot Matt Kakaley listed to drive. “He just can’t
go a mile and an eighth,” Burke said bluntly of
the recent performances of this son of Bettor’s
Delight. “That extra eighth is the difference. He
raced very well in the Gerrity getting locked in
and he was very good winning at Northfield,
but the added distance is not for him.”
With the Dan Patch at the traditional distance,
All Bets Off has garnered at least the morning
line oddsmaker’s support as the 7-2 favorite.
While the Hambletonian takedown of
What The Hill put a negative spin on Saturday’s action, the resurgence of Check Six in
winning the initial Sam McKee Memorial was
the positive. Sent off at 38-1, Check Six had no
trouble going the added distance to capture the
$224,400 event.
“He drew the second tier in the Haughton
and got locked in,” Burke said of Check Six. “He
wasn’t any good at Pocono but he was solid last
week. He came out of the race well; soundness
is not an issue.”
The 5-year-old Rockin Ron may be the
sleeper among the three but he seems to have
something his stablemates lack. “This is his
home track,” Burke said, referring to the past

accomplishments of the Indiana-bred son of
Real Desire.
Rockin Ron, a 25-time career winner, put
in an impressive performance last Saturday
taking the Yonkers Open in wire-to-wire fashion while pacing a mile in 1:51. It could be an
indication that he’s ready for battle against the
sport’s finest aged pacers.
The Dan Patch has a solid field and Burke was
concerned amount a few. “I think Mcwicked
is the horse to beat,” said Burke. The $1.9
million career winner arrives from Mohawk
on a three-race losing streak, but that’s to be
expected with his off-the-pace style and some
wickedly-fast back halves he’s had to negotiate.
David Miller will guide Mcwicked for trainer
Casie Coleman from post three.
Of course Freaky Feet Pete is a horse that
will have the most fan support. “He hasn’t been
as good yet this year but he may be turning it
around,” said Burke of the 5-year-old son of
Rockin Image with a storied past.
The field of 10 also includes supplemental
entry Rock N’ Roll World. The impeccably
bred son of Rocknroll Hanover and champion
Worldly Beauty took his career best 1:48 3/5
clocking earlier this year at Hoosier Park and
appears at his best through the long stretch.
Dr J Hanover (post 6) has already posted a
1:46 4/5 mile this year and returns to stakes
action for trainer Tony Alagna. The son of
Somebeachsomewhere may be the fastest
horse out of the gate and that could put him in
prime position for the stretch run.
Wakizashi Hanover, the North America Cup
winner in 2015, is still on the long comeback
trail but his prospects took a positive turn
when he landed post 10 in the second tier for the
Dan Patch. Tim Tetrick will guide the altered
son of Dragon Again for trainer Joann LooneyKing. Wakizashi Hanover was a 1:47 3/5 winner
at The Meadowlands on July 8 and has won two
of his last four races.
Completing the Dan Patch field are Dealt A
Winner (post 1) and Manhattan Beach (post 5).
The Dan Patch is race 11 on Hoosier’s 14-race
Friday program with a 6:30 p.m. first post.

Race 11 - $325,000 Dan Patch
1 - Dealt A Winner had traffic trouble
in the McKee Memorial and bad posts in
his previous races. He should provide
good value and has been known to step
up with a big effort at times.
2 - All Bets Off was installed as the
morning line chalk and I’m not feeling it.
He was sharp in June but seems to have
tailed off recently.
3 - Mcwicked is a bit of a wildcard for
me. I can see him winning but he isn’t in
my top four.
4 - Freaky Feet Pete is my single
in the pick five and by far top selection
here. The connections skipped two major
races to prepare him for THIS race and
his win last week over this surface was
the perfect prep. If we can get 5-2 at post
time I’ll be thrilled.
5 - Manhattan Beach has yet to win
this year and looks like an outsider.
6 - Dr J Hanover had his moment
in the sun a couple of months ago. He’ll
have to prove himself to me again before
I back him on the big stage.
7 - Rock N’ Roll World didn’t have
much success on his Grand Circuit travels and now finds himself back on his
home turf. Maybe the home cooking will
help.
8 - Rockin Ron seems more like a
strong Open horse in overnights rather
than a Grand Circuit player.
9 - Check Six woke up in the McKee
to score despite being parked the entire
race. Does that mean he is back in form
or did the slow surface that day help him
out?
10 - Wakizashi Hanover had an awful
trip in the McKee but his prior form was
fine. If Tetrick can navigate a trip from
the second tier, I give him a shot.
The Plays:
Freaky Feet Pete to win
.10 Superfecta: 4 / 1,9,10 / ALL / ALL = $16.80

Hambletonian Day was one of decisions, good and bad
JAYWALKING
By Jay Bergman
@BergmanJay
An historic Hambletonian had an ending
that elevated Perfect Spirit to the title and
washed away what could have been trainer Ron
Burke’s finest moment of his brilliant career.
For Burke had made numerous changes
to What The Hill after the first heat, losing
the hobbles and the shoes but failing to add
blinkers, at least the kind that would have
signaled a right turn in mid-stretch.
The slight bump in the road was the difference between winning the sport’s biggest race
and being taken down, once again showing
how differently the game is played by the drivers when serious money is on the line. One has
to believe that over 99 percent of the time Jason
Bartlett would have admitted defeat behind
Guardian Angel As and simply moved out of
David Miller’s way in the stretch allowing him
the victory that was clearly in his grasp.
Credit John Tomasella, the presiding
judge at The Meadowlands, and his crew
for quickly posting the inquiry sign after
the race finished and identifying a potential violation of the rules. It had to be somewhat testy not just reviewing the results and
having to “decide” the winner of a $1 million
race, but to do so in a timely fashion with the
clock ticking on a live broadcast.
For those able to watch the replays while
the Judges were viewing, it became apparent
early on that Guardian Angel As’ hoof had
indeed come in contact with David Miller’s
bike trailing his horse What The Hill.
Judges are often criticized for doing nothing. They are often criticized for making
bad decisions. But who among us would
relish having to make a call that would pull
nearly a half-million dollars from one horse’s

connections and put it into another’s? It was
an admirable and timely decision and in my
opinion one they had no choice in invoking.
While some may question the official placing in the Hambletonian, I can’t help but
question the drive of one horse in particular.
Devious Man was given the support as favorite going into the $1 million contest. That off
the strength of his victory in the Beal earlier
this year as well as a solid effort in his elimination heat, losing from post nine to the tripsitting Enterprise.
When Devious Man drew post three for the
final it theoretically put him in play, giving
driver Andy Miller a multitude of options
that were clearly unavailable to him in the
first heat where his horse drew post nine.
What was puzzling for me as I watched the
race unfold is the extraordinary amount of
patience Miller drove Devious Man with in
the final. It was alarming to see Ake Svanstedt, a driver lauded as a top pilot in Sweden
but until Saturday not considered as high in
the North American standings, put Perfect
Spirit in front and use Guardian Angel As as
a pick or protector as he managed to stall the
pace significantly through the middle half.
Svanstedt did exactly what he was supposed
to do from the moment he left the gate. Perfect
Spirit was arguably the best of the qualifiers
finishing third after an arduous trip in the
first heat. Svanstedt wasn’t about to yield
to a longshot, especially one that had pretty
much accepted his fate going past the quarter. A 58-second middle half is something I
believe all of the top drivers can sense and
that’s why it was hard to come to terms with
Andy Miller following cover that was obviously not taking him anywhere. That Guardian Angel As was not backing up was not a
sufficient reason for Miller to wait until the
stretch. Devious Man has been a solid horse
all year and when I spoke with Miller after
the Beal he wanted it to be known that the
son of Credit Winner was “more than a nice
horse.” Someone needed to put pressure on
the leader past the half and when that did not

come the predictable two-horse race between
the leader and the pocket sitter ensued.
There was an awkward moment after the
race as well. Justin Horowitz, a most articulate and usually spot-on interviewer, posed a
question to winning owner Lennart Argen
that asked him to defend being put up as the
winner of the race as opposed to just winning
it. Argen paused long enough to gather his
thoughts and then explained that “There was
nothing I could do about it,” in regard to the
judges ruling. Horowitz should have known
that going into the questioning and allowed
the owner to share with the audience what
it’s like to win the Hambletonian. Perfect
Spirit, his horse, did just that.
Of course the most quotable moment of the
Hambletonian afternoon card came from
the always outspoken Ray Schnittker, who
instantly dashed any Triple Crown hopes
of those still interested in pacing’s Cane,
Messenger and Jug as a single entity. Schnittker called anyone who pays into the Jug a
“Moron,” making it crystal clear that his
Cane Pace champion Huntsville would stay
out of Delaware, Ohio in September.
Unfortunately for those who simply look
for a fight and attack, Schnittker’s loneword doesn’t aptly explain his frustration
with The Little Brown Jug, a race that many
others have complained about over the years
because of its drain on horseflesh and overall
purse breakdown. What Schnittker was talking about were heats, post positions and in
the end for most combatants, not a whole lot
of money to show for it.
The Jug is a great spectacle and a worthwhile destination for any lover of the breed.
What it is not is a fair balance of risk from
an owner’s perspective and reward. That
Schnittker chose Hambletonian Day to make
his point had many on social media in a fit, but
let us remember Ray does not post on Twitter
and though he has a Facebook account is not
an active contributor. He said one word on
one day, an incredibly small fraction of the
dialogue that was sure to follow.

Schnittker was way out of line with his Hambo Day comments
AT THE TRACK
By Darin Zoccali
@AtTheTrack7
Hambletonian Day certainly consisted of a
little bit of everything. No headline captured
more attention than the disqualification of
What The Hill in The Hambletonian. But there
were plenty of other stories from that day.
Ariana G was as dominant as a filly could
be winning the Hambletonian Oaks. Resolve
returned to his best form with a rousing win in
the John Cashman Memorial. Pasithea Face
S stamped her legitimacy with an impressive
win over Hannelore Hanover.
But as much as the championship performances inspired on the track, there was one
occurrence off the track that has left a sour
taste in my mouth. Following Huntsville’s win
in the Cane Pace, Ray Schnittker was interviewed by Bob Heyden in the winner’s circle.
The last question from Heyden touched on the
idea that Huntsville would not be racing in the
Little Brown Jug, to which Schnittker replied,
“Nah, I don’t put nothin’ in the Jug, I think
you gotta be a moron to do that.”
Schnittker’s comments were related to the
idea of racing a horse in an event that requires
same-day eliminations (heats) and the trainer
has been on the record that he wouldn’t enter
horses in races with heats anymore. Schnittker is certainly within his right to not race
anything in a race that includes heats. But
once again, Ray Schnittker has proven that
he is missing the filter that most people have
connecting their mouth to their brain. Admittedly, I sometimes wish that filter worked a
little bit better in my own head.
On Hambletonian Day, where a large group
of “morons” had put up a great deal of money
to enter their horse in the prestigious Hambletonian, Schnittker took it upon himself to
take a cheap shot at owners, trainers, historic
races and the industry itself.
Why is it so hard for Ray to simply say that
he has elected not to race any horses that he
trains in races that are contested in heatformat? Why does he have to call others in the
industry who differ from him morons? This
is not a sensitivity issue, but really an issue of
just being a human being. This isn’t the first
time Schnittker has took it upon himself to
insult others in the industry. Most notably
when Somebeachsomewhere won Horse of
the Year over Deweycheatumnhowe in which
Schnittker proclaimed that several members
of the media didn’t know which end of the
horse was up.
It amazes me that the common defense of
Schnittker has been, “Well, that’s Ray. He
says what he wants.” It’s incredible that
defense is accepted pertaining to Schnittker,
but if someone in the industry has a view
that differs from the “mainstream,” they are
viewed as arrogant, pompous or a know-it-all.
Hambletonian Day is the most important

Trainer Ray Schnittker and top 3-year-old pacer Huntsville won the Cane Pace.
day in harness racing each year. It carries, by
far, the largest handle of any racing program
all year. Is it too much to ask to be able to have
a day without any extra-curricular nonsense?
Is it really necessary that people need to be
defined as morons for doing something that
Schnittker simply doesn’t agree with? Especially when he is actually insulting the very
people racing in the two-heat Hambletonian
that day with his comment. My advice to the
harness racing media is stop putting a microphone in front of Ray Schittker, because the
sound-bite just isn’t worth it.
I’ll briefly touch on a few other points from
the day.
Regarding the disqualification, I was
surprised to see so many expressing a strong
opinion via social media in the last few days.
I thought there were good points made on
both sides and more than anything, I just felt
terrible for the Judges at The Meadowlands
for being in such an impossible spot. I thought
there was a clear rule violation by What The
Hill in that his wheel struck the leg of Guardian Angel AS, but I do understand the arguments being made by those identifying Ake
Svanstedt’s horse drifting out and Andy Miller’s horse drifting in.
I did find it odd that International Moni was
given an interference break in the first turn,
but the horse that interfered with him, Victor
Gio IT, was not placed. I would have thought
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if you could identify that interference existed
then you could identify the horse responsible
for the interference.
Next point: If Ariana G could have parlayed
her winning form from the Hambletonian
Oaks into two heats, she would have won
The Hambletonian. She was by far the most
impressive winner of any 3-year-old trotter
that day and you can argue that she was the
most impressive winner of the day, period!
That said, we simply don’t know if Ariana G
would have been as dominant the second time
around (see Mission Brief), but anything close
to her Oaks performance and she would have
handily been a Hambletonian Champion.
Amidst all of the controversy of the day,
nobody has really asked what happened to
Hannelore Hanover? If she had simply been
defeated by Pasithea Faces but raced well and
been second, I could have chalked that up to
her simply being beaten by an excellent mare.
But she had nothing left to offer in the stretch.
Hopefully, she can rebound moving forward.
Finally, we really miss Wiggle It Jiggleit.
The older pacing division is left without a star
at this point and the Sam Mckee Memorial
really drilled that point home. Check Six was
a very good 3-year-old and certainly has run
into some bad luck this year, but that division
is up for grabs, which will make the next few
months quite fun as we look for someone to
take hold of the older pacing ranks.

Examining all aspects of the Hambletonian disqualification
ON THE MARK
By Bob Marks
@BobMarks3
It’s been documented innumerable times
concerning What The Hill’s disqualification
after winning the Hambletonian last week
and just about everyone on social media has
rendered an opinion pro or con.
Regardless, it was an agonizing call on the
part of Meadowlands Judges who in effect
answer to the New Jersey Racing commission.
That said, the Judges actually serve
multiple masters. First and not necessarily
foremost are the contestants in the actual
race both human and equine. Then there are
those who wagered on those horses and drivers. And let’s not forget the noble owners to
whom winning a Hambletonian might be the
thrill and/or gratification of a lifetime.
Unfortunately doing the right thing as far
as the ownership segment may or may not be
the right thing for those who wagered on the
race.
For example, many have indicated that
Jason Bartlett’s horse (Guardian Angel As)
was “done” and no longer a threat to win
having been parked the entire session prior
to when the contact occurred. That may be
accurate but tell that to anyone that backed
him in the exotics that he still couldn’t have
gotten “a piece”.
For the record, in addition to win/place/
show wagering, there was an exacta, trifecta,
superfecta and pick four offered. In addition,

Asked
& Answered
By Ryan Macedonio
@Trotcast
It’s time to face it . . . look in the mirror
and finally admit it . . . the LIVE product of
Harness Racing at a racetrack is not entertaining enough to sustain the next generation
of fans and will not be economically viable.
So, what do we do? Build a new racetrack!
Seriously, hear me out.
We absolutely know this for certain: A onemile size racetrack offers the best wagering
handle repeatedly; bigger fields, fairer racing
for all posts and an International appeal. So
pick out a cheap piece of land in the middle of
nowhere and build a mile racetrack . . . with
NO GRANDSTAND and NO LIVE FANS.
Don’t waste money catering to the people who
aren’t coming anyway by building a grandstand. Instead, spend that money on building a High Definition studio Harness Racing
Product!
There are so many little additions that can

the Hambletonian was the second part of a
daily double.
It has yet to be disclosed whether Bartlett
thought Andy Miller’s Devious Man bothered him during that one’s visually apparent
lugging in at the same point David Miller was
vacating his position with What The Hill.
If that were the case, maybe Devious Man
should have been disqualified as well.
The other aspect is that contact happened,
which could have been catastrophic had
Guardian Angel As fallen and caused a
pileup as a result of that inadvertent contact.
It has yet to be disclosed if David Miller
felt he was “sufficiently clear” at the time
he veered off the rail because as the camera
discloses, contact certainly happened.
Some said that Ake Svanstedt’s Perfect
Score was bearing out, but that was after the
incident and did not appear to be a factor in
the actual contact. That is when viewed from
the pan camera.
An appeal has been made and it is certainly
within the realm of possibility that it may
be upheld and a reversal could occur. In
that scenario the What The Hill camp will
undoubtedly be ecstatic while those that bet
on the horse either separately or in the exotics will be out of luck as their tickets even if
saved are no longer redeemable. That presents a different scenario in that What The
Hill went off a 17-1. Those that backed him
could be a tad upset.
It has also been said that since it was the
Hambletonian the result should have stood
as finished without an inquiry. Perhaps, but
this wasn’t exactly a closed circuit presentation for the industry related only. Rather, it
was televised on the CBS Sports network to
an audience accustomed to seeing judgment

calls in other sports replayed from different angles and frequently the original call is
overruled.
Thus it seemed mandatory that the judges
not only review but may have felt pressure to
do so in a time frame mandated by network
parameters, although it has been latently
disclosed CBS would have waited for the final
outcome.
It should be noted that Detroit Tigers
pitcher Armando Galarraga lost a perfect
game due to an errant call by umpire Jim
Joyce who called a clearly out runner to be
safe. Since that review came after the fact,
they could not or did not change the result
and thus the pitcher was deprived of an “official accomplishment of a lifetime”. He knows
what he did but time will cloud memories of
the feat as it’s not part of the official record.
At this point in time, here’s where I am
with the disqualification:
1) What The Hill was clear when he
commenced pulling off the rail but no longer
was due to the following circumstances:
A) Bartlett’s horse was forced in due to
Devious Man lugging in at his flank thus
What The Hill was no longer clear.
B) Svanstedt’s horse was bearing out forcing What The Hill a tad wider than need be at
the time of incident.
C) Miller driving What The Hill misjudged
sensing clearance when it did not totally
exist.
The scuttlebutt is that the judges did NOT
talk to the drivers involved prior to reaching
a decision. Thus David Miller, Andy Miller
and Jason Bartlett will have their potentially
reluctant say under oath.
Stay tuned.

Using a 2017 model for racetrack success
be made to a racetrack to improve its simulcast product. So let’s do them! You don’t have
to worry about obstructing fans’ vision of the
races if they aren’t there. Set up cameras all
around the track to get the best views possible. Build a roof over the track itself to shelter
out some of the weather elements and eliminate muddy and sloppy tracks.
Right now every track is near a major city
because it wants to attract fans to the live
event. Forget about that and pick land that is
most appealing to what needs to be built. The
only people who are visiting are horsemen
and employees, so the location is irrelevant.
You would save money on land taxes, utilities and payroll. The focus would be strictly
on presenting the BEST RACING and BEST
VISUAL PRODUCT. No marketing to fans,
no gimmicks and no promotions. Strictly
racing!
You can pick whatever timeslot you want
each day to race because you aren’t worried
about live attendance. Have a Thursday
morning 9am race day to cater to Europe.

Whatever ideas come out of it, you know they
will work because you have eliminated the
fluff around racing and gone back to what
works in 2017 . . . a mile racetrack with simulcasting to Europe and Australia.
It’s almost 400 to 1 ratio of sports fans
watching the product vs. going to the live
event. Every other sport has made their
television product priority number one. Our
industry hasn’t and we are still ignoring
it. I can buy groceries from my phone and
have it delivered to my door but Harness
Racing wants me to leave my home, drive 60
minutes in any direction, throw down ridiculous concession money on substandard food,
and all that just to watch horses race every
20 minutes? That’s the question people are
asking themselves and the answer is usually,
“When I watch on my phone, it’s blurry
and laggy. I don’t know who people are, the
announcers don’t talk about the people, all
they talk about is betting.”
Just remember, ESPN paid $24 BILLION
for NBA TV, not the live experience.

Judges should let the horses decide the outcome of the race
By Steve Kallas

(until he was disqualified) What The Hill.

You’ve heard the expression in other sports;
in basketball, in football, in hockey –“Let the
players decide the game.” It’s a saying that is
often followed in professional sports.
Well, it wasn’t followed on Saturday,
August 5 in the 2017 Hambletonian Final.
Watch the replay of the stretch drive. Did
David Miller and his horse, What The Hill,
interfere with Jason Bartlett and his horse,
Guardian Angel As, as Miller pulled the
pocket to successfully trot by Perfect Spirit?
He did. But was Bartlett’s horse going
forward in the stretch?
No.
Did he have a chance to win or even keep up
with horses after being parked the mile in the
Hambletonian Final?
No.

But what’s a driver to do?

What happens in other sports?
Well, virtually all of the time, NHL referees “swallow their whistles” in overtime
playoff games. Virtually all of the time, NBA
referees “swallow their whistles” late in playoff games (and even many regular season
games) when a player (even a star) goes to the
basket and gets fouled.
Virtually all of the time, NFL officials
“swallow their whistles” and won’t call that
holding penalty late in a big game.
Why is that? Well, it’s because there is a
general feeling in sport that players, not officials, should decide the game.

Are their exceptions to this “rule”?
There are. If an NBA player gets hammered
and had a clear path to a layup/dunk, some
referees will call that, even in a big spot. Or
if an NHL player has a breakaway or even a
step on a defender, that hook or trip might be
called.
In football, once in a while, that obvious hold in a big spot will be called (see, for
example, Atlanta’s Jake Matthews’ egregious
hold/takedown of the Patriots’ Chris Long in
the fourth quarter of Super Bowl LI, when it
was clear that Long had a clear path to sacking QB Matt Ryan).

Is there an equivalent in harness racing?
You bet there is. Generally speaking, in
harness racing and thoroughbred racing,
especially in big races, judges generally
loathe taking down horses for interference.
Often, the nuanced test is, “was the horse
that was interfered with going forward at the
time of the interference?” or “was he cut off
from having a chance to win or pass horses
by the interference.”
There was no such chance for Guardian
Angel As. He had been parked the mile at
55-1 in the Hambletonian Final. While he
raced gamely to be up near the lead, he was
already flattening out when Dave Miller
pulled the pocket with the eventual winner

Indeed, thousands of times a year in
harness racing, a driver who has put up a
brave fight for much of a race with a game
horse will ever so slightly move over (or just
drift to the outside from being tired) to not get
in the way of a horse who has a chance to win
or, at least, go forward in the stretch.
But, in the Hambletonian Final, Jason
Bartlett was caught between a rock and
a hard place. Andy Miller, driving Devious Man, and following Jason Bartlett and
Guardian Angel As, pulled around Bartlett to
try and pass him at the top of the stretch. But
Andy Miller’s horse came down on Bartlett’s
horse (importantly, before David Miller’s
horse interfered with Bartlett’s horse).
The point being that Bartlett couldn’t
either slightly move over or even drift out
when it was clear he was not going to go
forward in the stretch after being parked
the mile. Indeed, it looked like Bartlett’s
horse came down inside a little bit just before
he was interfered with – because he had to
get slightly away from Devious Man to his
outside (watch carefully).
In thoroughbred racing, where this
happens much more often, it’s called “being
pinched” from both sides.

What are the judges to do?
Well, often-times, judges will make a
nuanced determination that the horse interfered with was done or wasn’t going forward
or, at that point in the race, had lost all
chance to win or go by horses in the lane. In
that case, no disqualification is warranted.
In this writer’s opinion, that would have
been the proper determination, given the
circumstances of this race.

But wait, there’s more!
The problem with taking down the winner
is that, if you’re going to go “by the book” (you
know, interference is interference, no matter
what the situation), well then, the judges
should have at least discussed taking down
Devious Man as well (imagine that debacle).
In addition, you have to consider the fact
that this is the World Series of Harness
Racing, the Super Bowl (double-meaning
intended) for trotters, the seventh game of

the NBA Finals.
Now, if Guardian Angel As was going
forward with a chance to win or go by horses,
by all means take down a horse that interferes with him. But that simply was not the
case. And, again, if you are going to take
down the winner, you have to possibly take
down Devious Man as well.

What did the disqualification lead to?
Well, it led to a long wait, a TV audience
that really wasn’t aware of what was happening (yes, this writer DVR’d the race, went
home and watched it again and again) and
the first disqualification in the 92 editions of
the Hambletonian.
It also led to an awkward winner’s circle
presentation, where the owner was actually
asked this question: “Is the feeling any less
special because the horse finished second
across the wire and was put up via DQ or is it
still just as sweet?”
Yikes! To owner Lennart Agren’s credit,
the first half of his answer was terrific: “We
cannot do anything about that.” The second
half, not so much: “so I thought the horse did
two very good races and I think he deserved
it.”
Obviously, the second half of the answer
is open for debate. While Perfect Spirit and
talented trainer/driver Ake Svanstedt did go
two very good races, the reality is that, ON
THE RACETRACK, he finished second. Did
he “deserve” to win the Hambletonian?
Not really. While Perfect Spirit was not
involved in the interference, What The Hill
trotted right by him in the deep stretch.

At the end of the day . . .
Many people will say, interference is interference – the facts surrounding it are irrelevant. But this writer says that the age-old
axiom, “Let the players decide the game on
the field,” or, in this case, “Let the horses and
drivers decide the race on the track,” should
be followed in all but the most egregious
cases.
The 2017 Hambletonian Final was NOT one
of those egregious cases.
Steve Kallas is a former groom, assistant
trainer, trainer and driver. Every year on
Hambletonian Day he joins Marc Malusis on
WFAN to discuss harness racing in general
and the Hambletonian in particular.
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Weekend Stakes Spotlight
$300,000 Milstein Memorial - 3yoP (Race 11)
Featuring: Fear The Dragon, Downbytheseaside

pocono (6:30 P.M.)
PA Sire Stakes - 3yoFP (Races 8 & 10)
Featuring: Agent Q, Idyllic Beach, Bettor’s Up (Race 10)

Sunday, August 13
philadelphia (12:40 P.M.)
PA Sire Stakes - 3yoCT (Races 3 & 6)
Featuring: Giveitgasandgo (Race 3)

Derick Giwner & Matt Rose discuss the
$325,000 Dan Patch at Hoosier Park on Friday.

Friday, August 11
hoosier (6:30 p.m.)
$325,000 Dan Patch - FFA (Race 11)
Featuring: Freaky Feet Pete, Check Six

scioto (6:30 P.m.)
OH Sire Stakes - 2yoFP (Races 4, 5 & 9)
Featuring: Bad Girls Rule (Race 4)

tioga (6:50 P.m.)
NY Sire Stakes - 3yoCT (Races 3, 5 & 7)
Featuring: Eye Ofa Tiger AS (Race 3)
Guardian Angel AS (Race 5)

Saturday, August 12
the meadows (1:05 p.m.)
PA Sire Stakes - 2yoCT (Races 1, 3 & 4)
Featuring: Samo Different Day (Race 3)

northfield (6:00 P.M.)
OH Sire Stakes - 3yoFP (Races 7, 8 & 9)
Featuring: Pistol Packin Mama (Race 7)
Rosemary Rose (Race 8); Da Vinci Artist (Race 9)

tioga Downs (1:00 P.M.)
EBC Eliminations - 3yoC&FP (Races 6, 7, 8, 10 & 11)
Featuring: In A Single Bound (Race 6);
Funknwaffles (Races 7); Heaven’s Gait (Race 8);
Clear Idea (Race 10); Tequila Monday (Race 11)
NY Sire Stakes - 2yoFT (Races 4, 5 & 9)
Featuring: Lucky Ava (Race 4); Plunge Blue Chip (Race 9)

Monday, August 14
The meadows (1:05 P.M.)
PA Sire Stakes - 2yoCP (Races 1, 3 & 8)
Featuring: Done Well (Race 1)
Kwik Talkin, Pro Beach (Race 3); Nutcracker Sweet (Race 8)

pocono Downs (6:30 P.M.)
PA Sire Stakes - 2yoFP (Races 3, 4 & 5)
Featuring: Rainbow Room (Race 3)
Kissin In The Sand (Race 4); Come See The Show (Race 5)

Looking Ahead
Vernon (8/18) - $370,000 Zweig & $150,000 Zweig Filly Trots
Charlottetown (8/19) - C$50,000 Gold Cup & Saucer
Trois Rivieres (8/20) - C$200,000 Prix D’Ete
Tioga (8/20) - $250,000 EBC Finals + $175,000 Roll With Joe
(All post times are E.D.T.)

